The metabolic and mechanical costs of step time asymmetry in walking
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Animals use both pendular and elastic mechanisms to minimize energy expenditure during terrestrial locomotion. Elastic gaits can be either bilaterally symmetric (e.g. run and trot) or asymmetric (e.g. skip, canter and gallop), yet only symmetric pendular gaits (e.g. walk) are observed in nature. Does minimizing metabolic and mechanical power constrain pendular gaits to temporal symmetry? We measured rates of metabolic energy expenditure and calculated mechanical power production while healthy humans walked symmetrically and asymmetrically at a range of step and stride times. We found that walking with a 42 per cent step time asymmetry required 80 per cent (2.5 W kg⁻¹) more metabolic power than preferred symmetric gait. Positive mechanical power production increased by 64 per cent (approx. 0.24 W kg⁻¹), paralleling the increases we observed in metabolic power. We found that when walking asymmetrically, subjects absorbed more power during double support than during symmetric walking and compensated by increasing power production during single support. Overall, we identify inherent metabolic and mechanical costs to gait asymmetry and find that symmetry is optimal in healthy human walking.

1. Introduction

Terrestrial animals minimize energy expenditure during locomotion using two different energy conserving mechanisms [1]. Elastic gaits (e.g. run, trot and gallop) rely on elastic energy storage and release through tendons and ligaments [2]. In contrast, pendular gaits (e.g. walk and pace) use the exchange of kinetic and gravitational potential energy to minimize the muscular work required for locomotion [3,4]. Gaits can also be classified as either bilaterally symmetric (walk, trot and pace) or asymmetric (canter and gallop), a classification made on the phase difference between the left and right limbs of a pair [5–7]. Elastic gaits can be either symmetric (e.g. run and trot) or asymmetric (e.g. skip, canter and gallop), yet only symmetric pendular gaits are observed in nature. Does minimizing metabolic and mechanical power constrain pendular gaits to temporal symmetry?

Bilaterally symmetric walking is modelled as an inverted pendulum; during single support, kinetic and gravitational potential energy are exchanged as the centre of mass (CoM) arcs over a rigid leg [1,8]. A coordination of simultaneous push-off and collision work is then necessary to transition to the next leg, much of it during double support [9–12]. It has also been shown that preferred symmetric walking is optimal; individuals choose step and stride lengths, widths and durations that minimize both metabolic and mechanical power [13–19].

Here we asked, is symmetry optimal during healthy human walking? Our approach involved comparing asymmetric strides to symmetric strides by varying right and left step time. As an asymmetric stride is composed of two unequal steps, at least one step is not preferred. To test asymmetry independent of non-preferred steps, asymmetric walking was compared with symmetric conditions with both comparable step and stride times.

We hypothesized that: (i) The metabolic cost of walking with asymmetric steps will be greater than for walking with symmetric steps. (ii) Greater mechanical power production will explain the greater metabolic cost. (iii) The
majority of the additional positive and negative mechanical power required will be performed during double support.

2. Material and methods

(a) Overview

Ten healthy individuals volunteered for this study (five males and five females, height $1.74 \pm 0.20$ m, mass $68 \pm 10$ kg, age: $26 \pm 6$ year, mean $\pm 1$ s.d.). All gave written consent prior to participation as per the University of Colorado Boulder IRB.

During a single session, subjects walked both symmetrically and asymmetrically at different step and stride times at one speed ($1.25 \text{ m s}^{-1}$) on a motorized dual-belt force treadmill while matching an auditory metronome and receiving visual symmetry feedback. We measured each subject’s rates of metabolic energy expenditure via expired gas analysis and used the individual limbs method [20] to calculate the external mechanical power production during each condition.

Subjects performed five symmetric trials (target step times $-25$, $-12.5$, $0$, $+12.5$ and $+25\%$ different from preferred), three moderately asymmetric trials (right/left step times $0/-25$, $+12.5/-12.5$ and $+25/0\%$ different from preferred) and one highly asymmetric trial (right/left step times $+25/-25\%$ of preferred; figure 1). Here, 0 refers to a preferred step-time step (i.e. 0\% of preferred increasing/decreasing stride time: $0.81 \pm 0.05$ s). Subjects had visual feedback of their RI, which we used in all subsequent trials to determine target step time.

(b) Symmetry calculation

We define a step as being from heel strike of one foot to heel strike of the contralateral foot (i.e. a right step is from left heel strike to right heel strike). We calculated ratio index (RI) [21] as

$$RI = \frac{time_{right}}{time_{left}}.$$  

We gave subjects RI feedback because it provided a simple, easily understood metric and implies a clear directionality. We chose target RI’s greater than 1.0 for each asymmetric condition. Therefore, the right leg was always the ‘slow’ leg, with a step time greater than the left leg and slower than or equal to preferred. Conversely, the left leg was the ‘fast’ leg for all subjects with a step time less than the right leg and faster than or equal to preferred. We also calculated symmetry index (SI) [22–24] as

$$SI = \frac{time_{right} - time_{left}}{0.5 \times (time_{right} + time_{left})} \times 100\%.$$  

Note that SI = 0\% for perfect symmetry and a larger SI indicates greater asymmetry. Although subjects received RI feedback, we present our results in terms of SI to more easily compare our results with the numerous previous studies that have used this metric.

(c) Experimental protocol

Subjects first stood quietly on the treadmill for 5 min while we measured their metabolic rate. Although all subjects had extensive experience with treadmill walking, we further familiarized all subjects to treadmill walking for 5 min at the experimental speed ($1.25 \text{ m s}^{-1}$). We measured their preferred stride frequency, which we used in all subsequent trials to determine target step and stride times.

We then introduced the subjects to the step time symmetry feedback. In real-time, a computer screen mounted at eye level graphically presented subjects with their actual step time RI as well as a target RI for that trial. Subjects walked for 5 min at $1.25 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ with verbal instructions to explore how to increase and decrease their RI. Subjects had visual feedback of their RI for the remainder of the protocol, including during the symmetric trials. Additionally, all trials were accompanied by a
metronome set to the appropriate step frequency and symmetry. The feedback and all instructions pertained only to step time. Throughout the experiment, subjects were free to choose their right and left step lengths within the constraint of matching the treadmill speed.

Subjects next completed the five symmetric trials (random order) for 5 min each. Subjects then performed the 0/25, 12.5/0 and 25/−25% conditions in a random order for 7 min each. See the electronic supplementary materials for a demonstration video of the 12.5/−12.5% condition.

**3. Results**

Before explaining our novel findings for asymmetric gait, it is important to validate our approach with the symmetric results. We confirm previous findings on the metabolic cost of varying step time; symmetric steps slower and faster than preferred increased metabolic power [13–19]. Symmetric steps 25 per cent slower than preferred increased metabolic power by 30 per cent (approx. 0.97 W kg$^{-1}$), while steps 25 per cent faster than preferred increased metabolic power by 42 per cent (1.35 W kg$^{-1}$; figure 2a). Similarly, external mechanical power increased with increasing symmetric step time (i.e. longer steps; figure 2b). Each 12.5 per cent increase in symmetric step time resulted in a 6 per cent (0.024 W kg$^{-1}$) increase in positive mechanical power production (figure 2b), consistent with previous findings [11,15].

The moderately asymmetric conditions required 21–29 per cent (0.7–1.0 W kg$^{-1}$) more metabolic power than symmetric steps at the same stride time (figure 2a). Moreover, the highly asymmetric, +25/−25% condition required 80 per cent (2.5 W kg$^{-1}$) more metabolic power. Regression analysis revealed that asymmetric walking was also more expensive than the average cost of symmetric walking with corresponding fast and slow steps. We found that a 23 per cent asymmetry required 17 per cent (approx. 0.55 W kg$^{-1}$) more metabolic power while a 42 per cent asymmetry required 31 per cent (approx. 1.0 W kg$^{-1}$) more metabolic power than corresponding symmetric walking ($p < 0.0001$; figure 2b). We also observed increases in external mechanical power production. Subjects produced 35 per cent more positive power for the moderately asymmetric conditions and 64 per cent more positive power for the highly asymmetric conditions (approx. 0.13 and 0.24 W kg$^{-1}$, respectively, $p < 0.0001$; figure 2b).

We next examined subject’s gait timings and mechanics more closely to better understand specifically how subjects responded to the perturbations. For both the symmetric and asymmetric conditions, subjects were able to successfully walk at the target stride time but did not walk as asymmetrically as the target for the +12.5/−12.5% and +25/−25% conditions (figure 1). We do not believe that this affected our conclusions because our regression analysis used subjects’ actual rather than target asymmetry.

Subjects adjusted both their stance and swing times to reach the target symmetry. In order to increase step time with their right leg, subjects chose correspondingly longer stance durations with their left leg. Increasing asymmetry
resulted in a longer left stance time, a shorter right stance time and a faster left-to-right transition relative to symmetric walking at the same stride time. We also observed changes in the vertical and horizontal GRF produced by each leg and in CoM velocity (figure 3). Consistent with symmetric walking, during asymmetric trials, subjects generally moved forward more quickly during double support and slower at mid-stance. Unlike symmetric walking, however, horizontal CoM velocity was slower at left mid-stance than at right mid-stance, well beyond the small CoM trajectory asymmetries observed in healthy human gait [27].

Subjects also shifted when during a stride they were absorbing and producing power with each leg (figure 4). We broke down stance into three phases (double support as the leading leg, single support and double support as the trailing leg) and calculated the work performed by each leg during each phase (figure 5). To control for the effects of stance and step duration on mechanics, we compared the work performed across the 0%, +12.5% and +25% conditions for the right leg, because stance duration was nearly constant across these conditions (contact times of 0.49, 0.51 and 0.52 s, respectively). Similarly, we made this comparison across the +25, +25/0 and +25/–25% conditions for the left leg (contact times of 0.79, 0.77 and 0.72 s).

Increasing asymmetry resulted in a redistribution of when during the gait cycle subjects performed positive and negative work (figure 5). For the right, ‘slow’ leg, increasing asymmetry resulted in an increase in negative work performed during single support. The left, ‘fast’ leg performed substantially more negative work as the lead leg during the left-to-right transition and less positive work as the trailing leg during the right-to-left transition. Subjects then performed dramatically more positive work during left leg single support.

4. Discussion

We accept our first hypothesis; walking with asymmetric step times required 21–80% (0.7–2.5 W kg⁻¹) more metabolic power than symmetric walking at comparable stride times. Asymmetric walking was also 17–31% (approx. 0.55–1.0 W kg⁻¹) more expensive than symmetric walking at comparable, non-preferred step times (figure 2). We find that gait asymmetry itself is intrinsically metabolically expensive beyond the costs imposed by non-preferred step times.

Many previous studies have shown that preferred human gait involves combinations of step width, length and duration
that minimize energy expenditure [14,15]. Here, we have identified symmetry as another energy-minimizing objective in healthy human gait. Interestingly, walking asymmetrically at non-preferred stride times required increased metabolic power in parallel with the increases observed during symmetric walking (figure 2a, moderately symmetric points). We therefore clarify two discrete metabolic costs in human walking; both step symmetry and stride time are independently optimized during preferred human walking.

Mechanical power production during the asymmetric conditions paralleled the observed increases in metabolic power (figure 2b). For example, a 23 per cent asymmetry required 35 per cent more positive mechanical power production than symmetric walking at comparable step times. We therefore accept our second hypothesis and suggest that increases in external mechanical power production largely explain the observed increases in metabolic power.

We reject our third hypothesis. With increasing asymmetry, subjects performed less positive push-off work and more negative collision work during double support (figure 5) but compensated with dramatically more positive work during left leg single support. These findings are generally consistent with those of Soo & Donelan [10], who suggest that an appropriate coordination of push-off and collision minimizes the step-to-step transition work required for human walking. That subjects compensate during single support also emphasizes the importance of single support work during walking [28].

Our results also have important clinical applications. Substantial gait asymmetries are common in people recovering from stroke, injury, joint replacement and amputation [29–32]. A substantial portion of the higher metabolic cost of walking observed in these populations [33] may be due to the asymmetry itself. We also find that the costs of slight asymmetry are probably relatively small. Our regression results suggest that an asymmetry of 1 per cent would require only a 0.74 per cent increase in net metabolic power, consistent with those of Srinivasan [34], who predicts only minimal costs to small amounts of gait asymmetry.

One limitation is that we examined only external mechanical power. To complete the asymmetric trials, subjects tended to delay their right leg swing to achieve a slower step time while swinging their left leg more quickly, altering the demand for internal mechanical power. Part of the increase in metabolic cost may therefore be attributed to changing leg-swing dynamics, which have been shown to exact a metabolic cost during human walking [35]. We estimated internal power (the rate at which work is...
performed to swing the legs relative to the CoM) during each of our conditions using previously published equations [36,37]. We found that the duty factor and stride frequency observed in the asymmetric conditions do not predict any change in internal work relative to symmetric walking. We believe that although swinging the fast leg required additional internal power, this was offset by the reduced internal power demand for swinging the other leg.

Although subjects received identical forms of feedback during both the symmetric and asymmetric trials, part of the increased metabolic cost may be due to the novel nature of the task. Asymmetric gait required dramatically more mental effort than walking symmetrically, even at non-preferred stride times. We did not observe any significant changes in metabolic power during the initial 20 min trial, but it remains possible that additional practice would reduce metabolic power. Additionally, subjects may have used different control strategies to complete the asymmetric trials, for example, walking with increased muscle co-activation, which would probably impose a metabolic penalty.

We did not constrain spatial kinematic variables beyond indirectly constraining stride length; subjects were free to choose both step lengths. Most subjects had a preferred step length symmetry direction; their ‘fast’ leg always took a step either longer or shorter than their ‘slow’ leg, which was consistent for a given subject but varied between subjects. We found severe metabolic costs associated with temporal asymmetry. We can only speculate that spatial asymmetry would impose similar metabolic and mechanical costs. Previously, Kim & Eng [38] showed that temporal but not spatial gait symmetry was correlated with GRF symmetry in stroke patients, suggesting that imposed spatial asymmetry may be less expensive than observed for temporal asymmetry in the present study. However, both spatial and temporal asymmetry would probably require asymmetric CoM displacements and velocities (figure 3), which might require additional mechanical work. Measurement of the spatial features of imposed asymmetry and quantification of the results might be a fruitful area for future investigation.

Although we find that symmetry is broadly optimal in healthy adults, these findings do not necessarily support symmetry as an end goal in rehabilitation for individuals with pathological gait asymmetry [38]. Asymmetric gait may be a less metabolically costly strategy for controlling a highly asymmetric system, such as in an individual with the large, physical asymmetries associated with many gait pathologies. Additionally, minimizing metabolic cost is only one possible optimality criteria in human gait; gait asymmetry may be adaptive, for example, by improving impaired balance [39], minimizing joint pain [40] or simplifying control [41]. Indeed, we suspect that asymmetry may be overall optimal in individuals with large physical asymmetries.

In summary, walking with asymmetric step times required substantial metabolic costs above those imposed by non-preferred step times. Increased positive, external mechanical power production paralleled the observed increase in metabolic cost. Subjects walked by performing less positive push-off work and more negative collision work, while compensating with additional positive work during single support. We identify inherent metabolic and mechanical costs to gait asymmetry and find that symmetry is optimal in healthy adults.
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